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To
the
Margins
and beyond
>>
I was sitting around a
breakfast table with
four of those who will
be commissioned
this summer; they
were on a college
Mission Team and
I had timed my visit
to coincide with a
cooked breakfast –
it’s called ‘strategic
planning’!

Paul Oakley
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e were remarking on how
far-flung were the places they
were to go for their first posts: Brett
to Scotland, Jon to Wales, Nikki to
Plymouth, and wondering whether, to
complete the pattern, Kate would find
herself in East Anglia. Pete and Lynne
were at home, having just welcomed
into the world their new baby: they
would be moving ‘only’ as far as
Skelmersdale, but since this involved
crossing the Pennines from Yorkshire, it
might as well be a different continent!
Later that day, it occurred to me: the

sending of these new evangelists to the
margins of the country (and beyond!)
was a picture of the calling and mission
of Church Army as a society. We are
called to share the Good News beyond
the margins of the Church, beyond the
margins of traditional church outreach,
and beyond the margins of what is
considered ‘safe’ society. This is not
because we want to be ‘different’,
or because we’re in some way
disillusioned with church. It’s because
so many people in our society are
beyond the limits of where inherited

faith
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New evangelists
Brett Price >>
With his wife Linda, who was
commissioned last summer, Brett will
be moving to Hawick in the Scottish
Borders, in the Diocese of Edinburgh.
Before training with Church Army,
Brett worked for many years in prisons
and drug rehabilitation centres, and
had the privilege last year of visiting
the work among addicts in Hong
Kong started by Jackie Pullinger. Brett
and Linda have a vision to carry the
Good News to people on the margins
of society, and will be working as
“Fresh Expressions Evangelists” among
people ‘bereft of the only thing that
would make a permanent and lasting
difference to their lives.’

Jon Price >>
Jon is Welsh, passionate about rugby
and even more passionate about
sharing the Good News in ways which
can be understood. Jon’s first post will
models of church can reach. Traditional
mission has tended to involve saying
“Come to us”, but now we need to
Go to where people are.
This is the motivation of these six new
evangelists: they are committed “to
boldly go….” They need and appreciate
our prayers and our practical support as
they follow the example of the Apostle
Paul, who wrote, “It has always been
my ambition to preach the gospel
where Christ was not known.”
(Romans 15:20) Paul Oakley, Senior Tutor,
Wilson Carlile College of Evangelism

Brett Price

Prayer Points
1. For the practical issues raised by moving so
far from family and friends.
2. For God’s guidance in combining professional
experience with reliance on the Holy Spirit.
be at Churchstoke in Hereford
Diocese, where he will seek to
develop Fresh Expressions of
Christian Community in a rural
context. As well as ministry
among farmers, schools and
markets, Jon hopes to liaise
with the Church in Wales in the
exploration of Fresh Expressions
there. Jon and Sally were
married in October 2007, and
Sally plans to begin a PGCE in
Aberystwyth in September.

Jon Price

Prayer Points
1. For wisdom to know which of many
opportunities to pursue in exploring
‘Fresh Expressions’ in rural settings.
2. For ways to harness and channel
the enthusiasm and excitement
of the people who have already
caught the vision for engaging in
mission and evangelism.
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<< Nikki Thornhill

Nikki Thornhill

Prayer Points
1. For Nikki and her daughter, Vicky, moving a long
way from family and friends; Vicky will
begin college in Plymouth.

<<

Kate Hatton

Peter and Lynne Bone

As this goes to press, Kate’s first post is not yet known for
certain, although God seems to be leading her toward
the Home Counties. Kate sees the potential in people
and has a passion to see them find a relationship with
a loving God and personal saviour, whatever route and
shape that may take. She is gifted in story-telling and
drama and longs for God to use her creative gifts in
evangelism with children and adults.
Kate Hatton

<<

2. For God’s leading as Nikki explores this
new role, seeking in personal and public
ministry to introduce people to the Jesus
who knows and loves them.

To develop Fresh Expressions of Christian
Community in the Royal Navy is a first!
Nikki is a real pioneer because she
will be the first lay person appointed
to this kind of evangelistic work in a
naval chaplaincy, and one of only two
female chaplains in the entire Navy.
She will have opportunities for ministry
to the large number of personnel who
will pass through ‘HMS Raleigh’, the
Naval Training Centre in Plymouth
where Nikki will be based. She faces this
new challenge with some trepidation,
but with a trust that ‘the one who
calls you is faithful and he will do it.’
(1Thessalonians 5:24)
Peter and Lynne, with Charlie (12),
Mary (10) and Anne (born March 27th
2009) will be moving to Skelmersdale
in the Diocese of Liverpool. Initially,
Peter and Lynne, who work well as a
team, will be job-sharing so that they
can care for Anne in her first year
of life. They are looking forward to
working with Duncan, the vicar, and
Ann, his wife in the ‘Oaks Project’,
continuing to plant and nurture
cell churches in an area where a
pioneering approach is needed.
Peter and Lynne have valued their
time in training and are aiming to
take into their first posts the insights
and practical experiences gained.

Peter Bone

Lynne Bone

Prayer Points
Prayer Points
1. For God to open up the absolute best
appointment for Kate.
2. For a new job for Kate’s husband, Tim,
who currently works in Manchester.
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1. For Charlie and Mary, settling into another
new home and new schools.
2. For accommodation to be sorted
out; so that the family can live in
a place where they will be safe,
happy and part of the community.

